
SCHEDULE OF ASSEMBLIES 
 

Sunday morning worship (Bible study) ……………………...9:30 AM 
Sunday morning worship (Preaching) ...............................10:30 AM 
Sunday afternoon worship (Preaching)…………….... .......  4:00 PM 
Wednesday evening worship (Bible Study) ........................  7:00 PM 
 

NEWS AND NOTES 
 

SCHEDULE: The schedule for January is posted on the bulletin board so the 
men can see what their responsibilities are for the month.  The schedule for 
February will be available today or Wednesday. 

SICK AND SHUT-INS:  Brother Butz fell Saturday morning the 19th, but didn’t 
break anything, however, he is very sore and was not able to be at services last 
Sunday and is still not feeling well.  Telford Hamm’s brother is not doing well.   
Helen Sparks is feeling better.  Jackie Richardson continues to make good 
progress well following his bypass surgery.   Bruce Tooley’s father is in an 
assisted living facility doing well.   Virgie Waddle’s sister, Rachel Bruton is now in a 
facility in Golden.   Donna Criswell  continues to care for her aunt, Nell Barrett.   Nancy 
Summerford’s mother is in the last stages of Alzheimer’s.   Nancy has been attending 
with us when she can for some time now.  Nancy has been sick the last couple of 
weeks.  Remember her and her family in your prayers.   There are some in the 
community known to members here who are suffering with cancer.  Remember in 
your prayers these and others you may know who are sick.    

OUT OF TOWN:  Woody and Jane Edwards and Angie McKinney will not be at 
services this afternoon.  They will be worshipping at College View. 

TEACHING PROGRAMS: Our teaching bulletin, the EASTSIDE EXAMINER, did 
not get inserted in the Red Bay News the second week of January due to the 
special paper not arriving in time to be printed.   It should be in the paper this week.   
There are copies of the new issue on the table in the foyer.   Remember our 
TV/Radio program on local Cable TV channels 12 and 97 at 6:30 AM and 4:30 PM 
on Sunday and various times through the week  as well as two local radio stations 
1430 AM and 97.9 FM.   It is also on Facebook live at various times.   There are also 
DVD copies of the TV program available.   Jerry is also on the radio on 95.5 FM 
about 10 AM each Sunday.   Please pray for these efforts that they will reach people 
who will be interested in reading and listening to God’s word. 

GOSPEL MEETINGS / SINGINGS:  Belgreen  special series with Art Adams Feb 
8-9 Fri 7 PM Family of God; Sat- Men 9-12; Ladies 2-4. Meeting with Art Adams 
Mon -Wed 7 PM.  If you know of any  meetings in the area, please tell the one 
making announcements. 
 
 

POINTS TO PONDER 
 

• No person has ever been honored for what he has 
 r/.eceived; always, for what he has given. 

T H E  E A S T S I D E  

REMINDER  
2 P e t  1 : 1 2 - 1 5 
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GOING TO ALL THE WORLD 
By George Hutto 

 
 One of the benefits of trips to foreign countries is the 
broadening of understanding of the way other people live.  
The first night we arrived in the village of San Julian, 
Chiapas, Mexico, I felt like we had gone back in time to the 
early 1900’s.  Really.  They don’t call it culture shock for 
nothing.  Immediately, I thought that the experience was 
much as if I had been taken back to Galilee or Jerusalem in 
the days of Christ.  After all, we were among Christians, 
and although we were totally dependent on our hosts for 
food, shelter, communication, and safety, we felt completely 
at home. 
 Surely, the range of life styles among peoples of all times 
and all places is basically the same.  Food, weather, family, 
housing, travel - all are a part of where and when people 
live and have lived.  When the apostles went into “all the 
world,” they experienced so many cultures, but the basic 
needs and experiences were the same. (Acts 17:26; 14:17)  
When we withhold our mind’s eye from what life must be 
like in foreign lands, we limit our ability to go to Bible places 
and Bible times. 
 Simply walking to the meeting house (or riding a horse), 
rather than driving a car to church, gives a different flavor to 
the gathering.  Luke thought that the lighting in that upper 
room was worthy of mention, and it was - it transports us to 
the event. (Acts 20:8)  The excitement of having the best 
food and hospitality shared with visitors from a different 
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land is so intense that you would have to be stone-hearted 
to not feel it. (Acts 28:10)  The source of the water is a 
natural concern, but don’t worry, bottled water is available 
today, and the locals will help you get it.  Timothy had to 
drink a little wine for his stomach’s sake. (1Tim 5:23) 
 Not every church plans gospel meetings weeks, months, 
or years in advance.  Visiting preachers sometimes do not 
know what the brethren have worked up, whether one 
meeting, two, three, or more for the day.  At one place we 
met with a cell-phone arranged gathering and had three 
sermons. (Acts 28:14-15) 
 In most communities in the world, animals are kept in 
their places, which might be much farther away, or closer 
in.  One brother noted that Americans spend more on their 
pets than the locals were able to spend on their children.  
Roosters can really crow loudly when they are just outside 
your window, and there is nothing like being awakened by 
the snorting and rooting of a hog on the other side of a 
plank wall.  Food - fish, pork, chicken, corn and vegetables 
- often comes from nearby. (Mt 12:1; 17:27) 
 If you cannot appreciate the invaluable work of Leon 
Mauldin, and people like him, who scour the Bible and 
scour the Bible lands to show that the Bible is a living 
history of God and His people, you are shortsighted 
indeed.  Going to most any foreign land is enough to bring 
a better realization of the Bible, but going to “the Bible 
lands” where Bible characters walked and engaged in their 
battles for good and evil is a privilege.  It should not go to 
waste. 
 Having the Bible in hand as a moral and spiritual guide is 
a gift from God.  The ability to go back through study to the 
occasions when God touched the earth requires work. 
 Overcoming language barriers is a world-wide industry, 
and Christians must get involved, if only for deciding which 
English translation to use.  Somebody, somewhere, is 
pumping out that text.  Do you know who they are?  From 
where did they get the original?  Do the people in Russia 
have a reliable translation? 
 Further, have you noticed the several languages and 
barriers in the Bible histories when God’s people had to  
communicate with foreigners?  God, who confounded the 
languages at the Tower, has been very much involved in 
crossing bridges with his message to man.  One simple 
example; “And Pilate wrote a title, and put it on the cross.  
And the writing was, Jesus of Nazareth the King of the 

Jews.  This title then read many of the Jews: for the place 
where Jesus was crucified was nigh to the city: and it was 
written in Hebrew, and Greek, and Latin.” 
 Forget going to Mars.  If you want to go to another world, 
just learn another language.  Also, if you want to preach the 
gospel to others on Earth, you should start early learning 
another language.  English has a special place in the world, 
but it certainly is not the only vital language.  The most 
spoken tongue in the world is Chinese, and the second is 
Spanish . 
 Learn another language.  When you learn another 
language you learn another culture, and doing so gives 
you a better ability to know God’s people from past 
generations.  From another angle, aren’t we doing the 
same when we learn about Abraham and his hospitality at 
the tent? (Heb 13:2)  Or, the washing of the hands of the 
elders in Jesus’ day? (Mt 15:2)  Through the Bible, we are 
given front-row seats to the most significant events in 
history.  Shame on us if we are not there.  We must 
sharpen our wits, and be ready to be transported to those 
occasions through the Word. 
 Of course, study your Bibles. 
 And while we’re talking the stuff of all the world, we 
should observe that men will always be men, and women 
will always be women.  That’s the way God still makes them 
all over the world. (Gen 1:27)  All of the perverted nonsense 
about training little boys to be more feminine and little girls 
to be more masculine is such a waste of time and energy, 
and is doomed to be one of the great fallacies of history - 
remember Sodom.  In whatever place, at whatever time, 
men are the predominant players.  I really would not want 
to be on the bad side of my wife, my mother, or my many 
lady friends.  Without them we cannot survive. (1Cor 11:8-
12)  But in foreign lands, women wood haulers are not 
appropriate.  Girly soldiers just don’t work out so well.  For 
some bizarre reason, popular media have a fascination with 
men who change diapers and do household chores.  
Women are not so fitted to run chain saws and evangelize 
in hard places (Tit 2:5), which actually, turns out to be 
everywhere and anywhere.  (I’m afraid this point will prove 
it to me.) 
 Otherwise, modesty and discretion are well within the 
scope of understanding for all people (in my limited travels).  
Christians are asked to live the gospel and be models for 
men and women of all times and all places. (Mt 5:16) 


